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THeory into Practice
How to bring this theoretical discussion of knowledge 

production to life in the classroom?



Research Paper

Assignment:

Choose issue area, region, 
or country with context of 
human rights violations. 

Define justice, and 
determine the extent to 
which judicial trials 
achieve this “justice” in 
this chosen context.

What are alternative 
methods of achieving this 
justice?
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Research Topic: U.S. Immigration Detention Centers
Citation: Personal and Family Experience

Student Reflections:
-counter-point to ICE website as a source
-”Instead of just re-telling, I get to make it my own...use my own voice”



-”you don’t want to make broad statements without evidence unless you 
back it up. People don’t have personal experience in the articles we read. I 
can reference how I see it through my eyes, and how I interpret it, I can use 
it to make the case in my paper. The stuff I cite through family experience is 
not what you would find in academic papers... It’s important to represent 
how I experience the world because of my background.”
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